OCEAN SAMP
Stakeholder Group Meeting
Hazard Rooms A and B
November 4, 2009, 6:00 – 8:30 pm

Agenda

Purpose of the meeting:
1) Present the Draft Introduction Chapter
2) Present the Draft Recreation and Tourism Chapter.

Meeting Chair and Facilitator: Ken Payne

6:00 Welcome – Ken Payne, URI

6:15 New Ocean SAMP Developments – Grover Fugate, CRMC

6:30 Draft Ocean SAMP Introduction Chapter – Grover Fugate, CRMC and Jennifer McCann, URI

7:05 Draft Recreation and Tourism Chapter – Tiffany Smythe and Michelle Armsby, URI

8:00 Major summary meeting points – Ken Payne, URI

8:15 Next meetings – December 1, 2009

8:30 Adjourn